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Abstract: Smart Nutrition Box is a hardware prototype to 

predict food leftover measurement as well as the nutrition of the 

leftover. In the previous approach, there was a need of trained 

observer to conduct the analysis. Human observer may produce 

subjective judgement, so that algorithm which is embedded in a 

prototype is proposed to get rid of the bias. Black background of 

tray box is used, and two menus are served in this paper. The 

problem on raw dataset of images is reflection and it affects the 

result of segmentation, since it is considered to determine the 

leftover measurement precisely. In this paper, we focus on how to 

classify image of food and non-food image in each compartment 

of tray box by using pixel segmentation before going to further 

stage of prediction. Automatic cropping is applied by means of 

rectangle contour detection for each compartment. Combination 

of  L of HSL and V color channel of HSV color spaces are utilized 

to remove glare in each compartment. The ratio of segmented 

pixel is a fraction of detected object and the area of compartment. 

There are 10 out of 12 of tray box images containing multiple food 

that are correctly classified as food and non-food. The accuracy 

reaches 95.83% in all compartments using luminosity (L) 50% of 

lower upper white masking and 100% of upper white masking. It 

is proved that fraction pixel segmentation is sufficient to be 

embedded as one of features in Smart Nutrition Box prototype. 

 

Keywords: food detection, food or non-food classification, 

image segmentation, contour detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of applications for monitoring patient 

diets, especially in terms of knowing the remaining food 

calories are still under development [1]. This application 

contains an automatic prediction algorithm that can help 

nutritionists in estimating leftovers objectively and 

accurately. Some researchers have conducted research 

related to the prediction of nutrients from food [2][3]. In this 

paper we build a prototype which helps people to estimate 
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their leftover, called Smart Nutrition Box. The goal of this 

prototype is to detect what type of food and how many 

calories there are in the food automatically. The type of food 

used in this study is solid food placed in a tray box. Before 

understanding certain types of food and calorie content, it is 

necessary to detect how many types of foods are available in 

the tray box. Thus, the detection of whether a food exists in a 

tray box is proposed in this study. 

To detect the presence of food in the compartment of a tray 

box, then the preprocessing stage needs to be conducted. In 

this case the preprocessing involved is 

segmentation.Segmentation is an important process in 

preprocessing to get useful information which in this case is 

the presence of food objects or not [4]. This segmentation is 

an algorithm that is still being developed to optimize the 

performance of the prediction of leftovers in the Smart 

Nutrition Box Prototype. Segmentation is widely applied for 

food recognition purposes. This segmentation becomes 

important especially for data taken with lighting that 

produces light reflection on the object to be segmented. 

Previous studies applied improved segmentation of 

lighting results that cause reflections with tomato objects. 

With color channel based segmentation with V-Otsu it can 

produce less than 1% error when the objects are grouped [5]. 

In addition, further developments with the same object have 

been tested using a combination of two types of YUV and 

YCbCr color spaces. From the results of this study, the results 

of segmentation can reduce the error of about 3% by using 

several different types of cameras [6]. 

Because of the above reasons, experiments using color 

channels are still relevant to lighting condition and human 

vison perceives when taking pictures are carried out [7]. HSV 

and HSL is one color channel that is able to separate color 

from luminosity [8]. The purpose of the combination of the 

two types of color space is to improve the quality of 

segmentation caused by the reflection of light produced by 

the original object when photographed. This segmentation 

will also affect the quality of the proposed fraction of pixel 

segmentation method, so that multiple food or non-food 

detection is observed in each single tray box.  
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II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

A. Dataset 

There are 12 tray box images under black background 

taken from Smart Nutrition Box. Each tray box has four 

compartments. Based on that case, the total of compartmenet 

is 12 x 4 = 48 images of compartement. There are 2 menus of 

tray box to be applied in this case as depicted in the Figure 1. 

Each compartment may contain food or not, so that this 

detection is important for predicting leftover estimation 

afterwards.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Two menus in the tray box images 

B. Research Methodology 

The whole phase of the proposed method is displayed in 

the Figure 2. Smart Nutrition Box is completed with fixed 

camera on the top of tray box. Tray box is captured based on 

perpendicular position. The lighting condition is uniformly 

adjusted, then the captured image of tray box is saved in the 

storage. Building benchmark is utilized in order to make 

cropping result from each compartment in tray box has same 

size and this phase can be called as size calibration. The detail 

of this phase is presented in the following subsection. A tray 

box image have four compartments, and each of them is 

processed in the further stage as image segmentation. By the 

result of image segmentation, we applied our proposed 

method of pixel fraction to get the boundary between food 

and non-food image. 

 
Figure 2. General phase of multiple food or non-food 

detection 

a. Automatic Cropping Tray Box Image into 

Compartments 

The first stage is cropping both benchmark and original 

image to have same dimmension of image. This cropping in 

each compartments is also applied to enhance the quality of 

image segmentation result and predict the value of pixel ratio 

between detected object and the whole area of compartment.  

Figure 3(a) represents the benchmark manually created by 

user regarding to the original size of compartment. Manual 

benchmark is built by drawing a line as the boundary in each 

compartment. As standart benchmark, we use black color as 

background and white line is signed as edge of compartment. 

This white line is determined as position in x and y 

coordinates and also return the value of width and size of 

each detected rectangle area. Figure 3 (b) shows the boundary 

is already detected as green line and 4 objects are recognized. 

Based on this result, the coordinates of each compartment are 

applied in the original image which the size of original image 

is suited as benchmark’s size. Figure 4 presents the detail 

process of automatic cropping tray box into compartments.  

The first stage is reading the benchmark image, then color 

transformation is computed since RGB is default. RGB is 

converted in grayscale image, then filtering is also applied 

since there still some noises, especially comes out in making 

line around boundary of compartment. In this filtering, we 

use 15 x15  kernel size. After that, calculating a contour 

among the area of traybox is conducted. In this case, since the 

area of compartment near a rectangle shape, thus we count 

the number of contour approximation which has four sides. 

From contour detection, it retrieves the position of each 

rectangle object detection and returns those parameters to be 

applied in the original image. The result of automatic 

cropping based on rectangel contour detection is displayed in 

Figure 5. There are four compartments created with 

automatic cropping process. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Manual benchmark (a) and detecting the area 

from each compartment using rectangle contour (b)  

 

 

Figure 4. Finding rectangle contour in benchmark image 
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Figure 5. Result of automatic cropping into 

compartments for a tray box image 

b. ImprovedSegmentation for Each Compartment 

Segmentation is essensial stage to have good detection of 

food or non food in each compartment. However, when 

taking raw dataset, the light reflection occurs and it will affect 

wrong segmentation. For instance, the object of non food can 

be determined as food since there is a glare in area of 

compartment. In this paper, we use two stage of segmentation 

to reduce some noises caused by the reflection. Figure 6 tells 

the whole process of segmentation process. 

The first stage segmentation is applied to get the binary 

image by means of Otsu thresholding. The original image is 

transformed into HSV color space and only V color channel 

is taken. V color channel in HSV representas as Value or 

luminosity of image which has range from 0-100%. We take 

this channel since it influences significantly when taking raw 

picture of traybox image. Then, in order to reduce some 

unused pixel called as noises, we implement Gaussian 

filtering using 15x15 of kernel size. After that, ordinary Otsu 

thresholding is applied to obtain the  binary image. The result 

of binary image is forwarded to 2nd phase of segmentation. 

In the second stage of segmentation, morphology is used to 

get the focus area of segmented image. In this case, we use 

dilation and erotion consecutively using ellipse structuring 

element. Because of food object is not rigid as rectangle 

image, the most suitable structuring element is ellipse, since 

it can affect the smoothing process after erodes the boundary 

among pixels. To streghten the object then median filtering is 

calculated using 15x15 of kernel size. After having masking 

binary image then convert it back into RGB color spaces.  

 

 

Figure 6. Three phases of segmentation process 

Thesegmentationresult of the second phase is processed to 

3rd part of segmentation. There are two types of segmentation 

phases, first, from the result of second phase of segmentation 

is converted to binary image using Otsu thresholding and 

second from the same result of second phase of segmentation 

is converted into HSL. Lighting color channel is set to be 

processed rather than other color channels of HSL. From L 

color channel we can detect glare information by using the 

boundary of lower and upper white color. By default, upper 

white color is always 100%. While, in this paper, we observe 

45% and 50% as lower white boundary. Figure 7 shows the 

difference color between upper and lower white by using 

RGB color space. From both ordinary segmentation using 

Otsu dan L channel Otsu thresholding, then both of image are 

concatenated to complete the main food object using AND 

operator. The next step is dilation and erotion with 3x3 of 

kernel size. The last step is filtering to remove remaining 

noise using median filtering with 25x25 of kernel size. Figure 

8 shows the result of each phase of segmentation. 

 
45% 

 
50% 

 
100% 

Figure 7. Lower white is 45% and 50%, upper white is 

100% (presented in RGB color space) 

 

 

Figure 8. Prepocessing result phase in three phases 

c. Fraction of Pixel Segmentation for Food or Non-Food 

Detection 

From the final segmentation results in the previous three 

stages, the next step is to determine which areas are detected 

as food or not. Equation (1) represents formula to calculate 

the ratio between non zero pixel of binary image and the 

whole size of it.  

𝐹𝑜𝑆 =
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑝𝑥0)

𝑛𝑥𝑚
 

(1) 

 

where 𝐹𝑜𝑆 is fraction of pixel segmentation, 𝑝𝑥0 is pixel 

which has non-zero value of binary image, while 𝑛𝑥𝑚 is the 

width and height of segmented image from each compartmet. 

Figure 9 illustrates the detected object based on black areas. 

Later, Equation (2) is applied to analyze which areas are 

detected as food and which are not in each compartment. 

 
Figure 9. Counting FoS 

 

𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡 =   
𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑

𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑             ,
, 𝐹𝑜𝑆 > 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
  

(2) 
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In this paper, we use threshold greater than 0.9% of 

fraction pixel of segmentation to be acknowledged as food. It 

means the detected area of non-zero value almost detected in 

area of compartment. The threshold can be changed 

according to the user preferrence. However, giving input 

parameter of threshold less than 1% is preferable in this case, 

since it fits as optimal threshold for given segmentation 

result. Therefore, segmentation phase will be determined the 

quality of image and detection precisely. As an example of 

food or non food detection by using FoS, from Figure 10, 

there are 15 non-zero pixel then the size of dimmension of 

nxm  is 25, so that the FoS will be 15 divided by 25 is 0.6 

which is greater than threshold of 0.9%. By using Equation 

(2) we can conclude that in Figure 9 is recognized as food. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Food or Non-Food Detection Result in Each Tray 

Box 

In this paper, two luminosity of HSL values are treated, 

45% and 50% as stated in the subsection 2.2.2. There are 12 

tray box images that has two menus. Figure 10 and 11 shows 

example of dataset that is correctly detected as food or non 

food in each compartment of tray box images using L of 45% 

and 50% of luminosity of HSL, respectively. 

 
Figure 10. Correct food or non food detection using L 

45% 

 

 
Figure 11. Correct food or non food detection using L 

50% 

 

 

Figure 12. Wrong detection because of segmentation 

result 

Ten out of 12 images of traybox are correctly classified as 

food or non-food either using 45% or 50% of L in HSL.Two 

tray box incorectly detected since the result of segmentation 

phase is fail. So the area of FoS also wrong calculated. Table 

1 shows two tray box images which has wrong detection in 

some compartments and its explanation. Based on Table 1, 

the experiment using luminosity 50% is much better than 

using 45% in detecting food or non-food in compartment. 

The result shows that using lumnosity 50% gives 95.83% of 

accuracy, whilst 45% is 93.75%. One drawback of this 

method is still of finishing the glare problem, although this 

algorithm run well in almost dataset. The segmentation 

problem comes out when compartment is blank with many 

reflection surrounding the compartment. Another problem 

aslo happened when the background of compartment is 

textured and totally blank inside. It makes more noises in 

having reflection such as described in the Figure 12. The 

wrong detection mostly caused by blank compartment, 

although we already applied multiple smoothing in every 

stage of segmentation process.  

 

Table 1. Wrong food or non-food detection. 

Luminosity Wrong detection Note 

HSL 45% 

 

Left side: Two 

compartmets 

are wrong 

classified. It 

should be 
non-food, but 

detected as 

food. 

Right side: A 

compartment 

is wrong 

classified. 

HSL 50% 

 

Left side: one 

compartment 

is wrong 

detected as 

food. It should 
be non food. 

Right side: 

also has the 

same wrong 

classified. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, fraction of pixel segmentation algorithm is 

proposed to enhance the quality of prediction feature in Smart 

Nutrition Box. The triple segmentation phase achieves good 

to be calculated in fraction of segmentation method in order 

to classify food or non food in each compartment. It is proved 

by the result of detection reach 83.3% of accuracy from 

whole tray box images success to correctly detected food or 

non-food in both of 45% and 50% of lower white of 

luminosity in HSL color space. Based on compartment 

images, it achieves 95.83% for lower white of HSL 50% 

while 45% reachs 93.75% of accuracy. This algorithm 

always success when there is food in the compartment. 

However, when the compartment is empty and textured, it is 

a slightly more improvement in segmentation phase. For 

future works, the compartment which is detected as food will 

be recognized as one particular type of food. 
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